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1. Research Topic 

Hungary is located in the Carpathian Basin, which, due to its nature, is an area cut by smaller 

or larger watercourses running from the mountains into the Danube. These geographical 

features have a natural dividing effect and fundamentally affect the transport system. Apart from 

the geographical features, there is a similar spatial separation effect arising due to the history 

of Hungary or state measures, as a result of which national, county, or regional, micro-regional 

borders have been established. If we wanted to describe the separation effect by definition, we 

could say that it was a rupture in space caused by some geographical factor. This can be natural 

– e.g., mountain ranges (Davis et al., 2021), deserts (Pedersen and Bunkenborg, 2012), rivers 

(Arliansyah et al., 2015) –, or artificial – e.g., national borders (Limão and Venables, 2001), or 

highways and railways (Handy, 2003)). 

Modelling of separation effects is a less researched topic in transport sciences. In general, it 

is not discussed in the literature or only tangentially. This is because the separation effect most 

often appears as an increase in travel time (Park et al., 2014). Although describing the separation 

effect with an increase in travel time is a good approach, there are numerous variables in 

international studies whose effects cannot simply be described by changes in travel time alone. 

Even if some border corssings are considered harmless due tot he common language spoken on 

both sides of the border, the common culture and less stringent border control, it can still have 

a deterring effect (Bradbury, 2013) that influences the neighbourhood’s economic supply and 

demand. In addition to travel habits, economic considerations also emerge as a function of the 

degree of separation (Niebuhr, 2005). 

It is also essential to understand and show the impact of the separation effects on transport, 

because the transport network of Hungary and the Carpathian Basin is typically western 

orientated. Moreover, due to historical peculiarities, significant Hungarian minority groups are 

concentrated abroad, with many large cities being located a few kilometres away from the 

broder; thus cross-border local (commuter) traffic is relatively high (Hardi, 2012). In addition, 

the role of tourism cannot be neglected, so popular attractions (e.g., the Tatras or Transylvania) 

have close connections with Hungary both by road and by public transport (Dövényi, 2012). 

One of the focuses of my research topic is to examine this cross-border international road traffic 

precisely. 

From a transportation point of view, the main characteristics of the border sections can be 

specified through the administrative rules and by the density of crossing points. In terms of the 

density of border crossings, Hungary has an infrastructure every 25 kilometres. Although this 

figure is better than the average for Central and Eastern Europe (75 km), it lags far behind the 

average distance (5-6 km) for Western Europe (Illés, 2008). 

With the accession to the Schengen area, the administrative barriers caused by borders have 

been significantly reduced, leading, among other things, to an increase in the number of 

crossing points; however, the separation effect has persisted. All this culminated in the current 

pandemic period, when the closure of borders was one of the first measures taken by European 
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governments. This significantly challenges the claim that the separation effect caused by 

national borders is reduced or the success of efforts to do so. 

The lack of border bridges is also a significant signal of the separation effect of national 

borders. In the Central and Eastern European region, border rivers make up 27 percent of the 

border sections (3900 km), while there are only 55 bridges in these sections (Illés, 2008). In the 

case of Hungary, the most striking is the case of Ipoly, where a dense bridge system used to be 

built in the river valley, of which only four road border bridges remain. However, in the area of 

Šahy (Ipolyság), where the Ipoly riverbed and the border run separately in a short section, there 

are three border crossings that direct traffic to two (domestic) bridges in Slovakia. The opposite 

can be observed on the Croatian–Hungarian border in the Gola Region. Most of the border 

between the two countries runs in the Mura and the Drava rivers, but the Drava moves away 

from the Hungarian border in this section. However, this factor does not cause concentration in 

the location of border crossing points here; it can be observed that the traffic of the border 

crossing point is diverted by two inland Drava bridges (Repaš (Répás) and Drnje (Dörnye) in 

Croatia). So, while in the area of Šahy (Ipolyság), the river forms a narrower cross-section, in 

the area of Gola the same can be said about the border instead of the river. Thus, it can be 

assumed that the lack of border bridges in many cases stems from the resistance to 

administrative barriers posed by national borders. Therefore, an important question is whether 

border bridges provide additional resistance compared to other border sections. 

In the case of Europe, especially Central Europe, the development of borders follows a 

unique direction. During the 19th and 20th centuries, 97.4 percent of the borders changed, and 

only the role of the Danube border river remained unchanged between Romania and Bulgaria. 

Historical boundaries have usually been tied to a geographical unit, although this is not the case 

today, as 55 percent of Central and Eastern Europe borders are not natural boundaries (Illés, 

2008). This is why Euroregions or cross-border cooperation play such an important role in this 

area. 

When talking about Hungary, it is essential to understand the transport network of the 

Carpathian Basin. In the second half of the 19th century, especially after 1867 (the formation 

of the Austro-Hungarian Empire), the railway system of the Kingdom of Hungary began to 

thrive; thus, a network based upon radial and tangential sections was built by the beginning of 

the 20th century, with the centre of Budapest (Baráth and Rimóczi, 2011). After 1920, two-

thirds of the country was annexed under the Treaty of Trianon. The design of the new borders 

was based on the dismantling of the transport infrastructure (Romsics, 2018); thus, several main 

railway junctions were disconnected from the country (Csapó et al., 2019). Consequently, the 

former cobweb-like network has become a radial network with a complete lack of circular lines 

that still characterise the domestic railway infrastructure. 

If we look at the traffic map of the Carpathian Basin, we can see that the most important 

railway lines and roads are parallel to each other. As the date for the development of road 

infrastructure may be later than for railway infrastructure, the question arises as to whether the 

roads were deliberately designated parallel to the railway lines or whether the existing main 

transport routes were followed when designing the railway lines, as in the case of the later road 
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network. Although roads have existed before, and the location of settlements determines the 

most critical nodes in the network, there are several differences compared to the current 

network. As a result of the design, the road infrastructure also lacks sections of the tangential 

direction, so it can be said that all our primary roads follow the radial orientation. 

Analysing the volume of railway traffic in the Kingdom of Hungary in 1913 (Dövényi, 

2012), it can be seen that the main transport corridors are parallel to today’s E50 and E60 

international roads (the forerunner of today’s E70 main road connects the former Yugoslavia’s 

most populous cities – Belgrade (Београд) and Zagreb (Zágráb)). 

Summarising the previous paragraphs, during the Treaty of Trianon, the most important 

railway junctions and, as a result, the transversal railway lines were also detached from 

Hungary. However, as the most important roads are often parallel to major railway lines, a 

significant part of the main European road systems developed near the borders of Hungary. If 

we consider the international European E-road system as a basis, the following routes can be 

identified near and in parallel with the Hungarian border (United Nations, 1983; Fleischer, 

1994, 2007) (the numbers in the parentheses indicate distances of significant cities from the 

Hungarian border in kilometres). 

• E58: Wien (A) – Bratislava (Pozsony) (15.4 km) – Nitra (Nyitra) (66.6) – Zvolen (Zólyom) 

(70.1) – Torna (4) – Košice (Kassa) (17.7) – Uzshorod (Ужгород – Ungvár) (25.6) – 

Mukacsevo (Мукачево – Munkács) (37.3) – Bistrița (Beszterce) (194) – Росто́в-на-Дону́ 

(Rostov-na-Donu) (RU) 

• E571: Bratislava (Pozsony) (SK) – Nitra (Nyitra) – Zvolen (Zólyom) – Torna – Košice 

(Kassa) 

• E572: Trenčín (Trencsén) (130) (SK) – Žiar nad Hronom (Garamszentkereszt) (81.9) (SK) 

• E50: Brest (FR) – Trenčín (Trencsén) – Prešov (Eperjes) (53.4) – Košice (Kassa) – Uzshorod 

(Ужгород – Ungvár) – Mukacsevo (Мукачево – Munkács) – Nizsnyi Vorota (Нижні Ворота 

– Alsóverecke) – Махачкала (Makhachkala) (RU) 

• E81: Mukacsevo (Мукачево – Munkács) (UA) – Berehove (Берегове – Beregszász) (7.9) – 

Vilok (Вилок – Tiszaújlak) (0.24) – Satu Mare (Szatmárnémeti) (11.6) – Cluj-Napoca 

(Kolozsvár) (165) – Tălmaciu (Nagytalmács) (318) – Constanţa (RO) 

• E671: Satu Mare (Szatmárnémeti) (RO) – Carei (Nagykároly) (9.5) – Valea lui Mihai 

(Érmihályfalva) (9.4) – Săcueni (Székelyhíd) (10.1) – Oradea (Nagyvárad) (12.5) –Salonta 

(Nagyszalonta) (13) – Chișineu-Criș (Kisjenő) (25.2) – Arad (21.6) – Timișoara (Temesvár) 

(71.6) (RO) 

• E70: La Coruña (ES) – Zagreb (Zágráb) (97.4) – Slavonski Brod (Bród) (87.1) – Belgrade 

(Београд) (182) – Pančevo (Панчево – Pancsova) (180) – Vršac (Вршац – Versec) (150) – 

Timișoara (Temesvár) – Orșova (Orsova) (249) - ფოთი (Poti) (GE) 

• E662: Subotica (Суботица – Szabadka) (11.1) (RS) – Bajmok (Бајмок) (8.5) – Sombor 

(Сомбор – Zombor) (24.1) – Bezdan (Бездан – Bezdán) (9.4) – Karanac (Karancs) (19.8) – 

Osijek (Eszék) (42.3) (HR) 

From the previous list, it can be seen how these – in terms of Budapest – circular 
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infrastructures are part of the infrastructure network of the neighbouring countries. Thus, it can 

be assumed that in the case of Hungary, by separating the modes of transport, two essential 

tasks must be fulfilled to improve cross-border connections. In the case of road (and indirectly 

rail) freight transport, the aim is to connect to these essential transport corridors, particularly 

the E50 and E70, to make areas further away from the current main transport routes more 

competitive. 

In the case of passenger transport, it can be assumed that the goal to be achieved can also 

be traced back to historical features. During the 19th century, railway junctions also had a 

significant settlement-forming effect, which led to the formation of metropolitan 

agglomerations. These natural agglomerations have not been taken into account in the design 

of the borders, so there are many large cities whose natural catchment area is crossed by today’s 

border. Thus, the effects of natural agglomeration truncation in private transport and passenger 

transport, which can be traced back to these historical reasons, need to be neutralised by 

reducing the resistance of borders. 

My hypothesis is that a suitable methodology can be identified for dealing with the 

separation effect caused by national borders. With the help of this, the development of cross-

border traffic volumes can be better estimated in the case of Hungary as well. 

If we disregard the international transport systems and examine the national infrastructure 

network, it can also be assumed that the separation effects influence the transport system. I only 

examined the administrative boundaries in my thesis, so it is expedient to present these effects. 

The assessment of the separation effect of smaller administrative boundaries is twofold. On 

the one hand, Fábián (2008) treats the separation effect of county boundaries as a basis. Still, 

on the other hand, Dusek and Szalka (2012) found that, with few exceptions, smaller 

administrative boundaries do not cause separation. 

In addition, traditionally, due to economies of scale, the services that generate commuting 

between settlements are concentrated in the centres formed within the territorial units within 

the administrative boundaries. In addition to the travel needs arising from the services, it is 

emphasized that every third employer is commuting in Hungary (Kovács et al., 2015; Tóth, 

2017). Nearly four million people live in settlements with less than 10,000 inhabitants, while 

750,000 live in settlements with less than 1,000 inhabitants. 

My hypothesis is that the separation effect of administrative borders plays an essential role 

in domestic commuting traffic. As the volume of commuter traffic is very significant in 

Hungary, the separation effect can be demonstrated at the borders of the smaller administrative 

units. 

With commuter traffic, we reached the settlement level; thus, it becomes necessary to 

analyse aggregate data at the city level. The problem with this is that such data are difficult to 

produce or not available at all. For this reason, it may be essential to consider new parameters 

that may be suitable for the transport economy indicator. 

My hypothesis is that indicators that are simple to determine and suitable for use as transport 
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economy indicators can be identified. 

In the case of these new parameters, it is necessary to prove my hypothesis that they are 

indeed suitable for the role of a transport economy indicator. An indicator describing public 

transport infrastructure seems suitable for this role, due to its favourable characteristics, as local 

transport systems in Europe usually operate with some level of municipal contribution. In 

contrast, in the case of intercity transport in Hungary, Section 27 (5) of act XLI of 2012 states 

that the primary task of similar public transport systems is to serve commuting traffic. For this 

reason, the size of the operated network can be used to deduce the economic conditions of the 

settlements and the centrality of the settlement within the region. 

However, there may be serious criticism of using public transport line or route numbers as 

indicators, namely, that the numbers of different modes of transport cannot be added together. 

Examining the transport history of Budapest, there are numerous examples of how the opening 

of a new metro line transformed the parallel surface network, which reduced the total number 

of routes. Still, in this example, an increase is expected due to the development. The same can 

be observed in regional transport, as here, the two modes of transportation provided by the state 

are not directly comparable. 

My hypothesis is that it is possible to create a weight that handles different modes of 

transport simultaneously, which results in a parameter that meets the required criteria. 
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2. Objectives 

The essential transport policy document of the European Union – the White Paper 

(European Commission, 2011) – states that in the medium term, the priority is to make transport 

sustainable, thus examining the relationship between the efficiency of the economic system and 

the spatial and technical parameters of the transport system is a priority. Therefore, my goal is 

to explore these connections, taking into account international experience. My primary 

objective is to set up and investigate models that can efficiently model the cordon point traffic 

volume of an infrastructure crossing a separation point, taking spatial and transport 

geographical approaches into account. As a result, those transport geographical and transport 

economic factors can be identified that fundamentally influence transport policy development. 

Thus, in the first step, the aim was to demonstrate that a model for forecasting traffic for the 

whole of the infrastructure over the separation effect could be set up using the tools of spatial 

econometrics. With the help of this method, the separation effect of the country borders can be 

seen in itself, which can also be considered a kind of evidence, but its proof has not been 

presented in the literature so far. It is also necessary to examine whether the smaller 

administrative boundaries – by analogy with the national borders – have a separation effect, the 

prooving of which can also be classified as one of the aims of my dissertation. 

One of the driving forces of transport geography research is analysing the characteristics of 

the settlements, including their economic situation. As there are no or only limited indicators 

available for settlement economics, the aim was to demonstrate the applicability of two 

indicators, the order and the spatial inequality index (SIR). It was necessary to produce a weight 

for the various modes of public transport to prove this, so this can also be described as an 

objective. 

2.1. Hypotheses 

My hypothesis is that an analysis can be written for the cordon point traffic of the 

Hungarian border crossings as infrastructure elements concerning the separation 

effect with spatial econometric tools. 

I assume that not only the country borders but also the borders of smaller administrative 

units have a separation effect. 

It can be proven that the order derived from the NUTS territorial division of the 

European Union can be used as an indicator of transport economy, and a spatial 

inequality ratio can be created, which can be used in spatial transport models and is 

suitable for measuring centrality. 

A new methodology can be developed to weigh the supply of public transport modes as 

infrastructure elements. 
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3. New Scientific Results 

One of the most important tasks of the European Union’s transport policy is to make 

transport sustainable. Therefore, it is necessary and justified to examine the functions describing 

the relationship between the efficiency of the economic system and the spatial and technical 

parameters of the transport system. In addition, the separation effects – the rupture in space 

caused by a geographical factor – significantly shape Hungary’s transport system. Comparing 

all this with the fact that every third employee in Hungary commutes today determines that the 

transport geographical conditions, including the separating effects, clearly influence the 

transport conditions. 

For historical reasons, the issue of cross-border commuting is of paramount importance to 

Hungary, as that of the national border is one of the separation effects to be overcome by 

transport systems. Still, experience shows that the magnitude of these flows is far below 

expectations, and the same can be observed at county borders. My research reveals that this 

separation effect is still there, the management of which will be an essential task for Hungarian 

transport policy. 

To deal effectively with these impacts, it has become necessary to set up a traffic forecast 

model for the infrastructure elements crossing the separation effect, for which the spatial 

econometric tools have proven to be useful. A similar method can be applied to county borders. 

For the parameters required for the models, I identified two new indicators. One is the order 

– the number of the NUTS region in which the given settlement is the centre; and the other is 

the SIR – the quotient of the population of the two most populated settlements in a given area. 

These transport geographical and transport economic factors fundamentally influence transport 

policy development. 

To demonstrate the suitability of the parameters, the properties of public transit systems are 

effective. Studying these infrastructures is also useful, because they can be considered 

sustainable modes of transport, so their analysis is desirable. I attempted to determine the 

overall weight between public transportation modes during the evidentiary process. I have 

developed a procedure based on spatial econometric tools for regional public transportation 

systems, differentiating the administrative level of transport needs. A similar weighting system 

for local transport systems has not been developed, because the demands on public transport 

modes at the municipal level are less clear. 
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3.1. Theses 

Thesis 1 

I have developed a spatial econometric analysis of Hungary’s road border crossings, which 

is suitable for estimating the traffic of cross-border infrastructures as cordon points. The 

parameter estimation results can also be used to verify the separation effect of the borders on 

transportation. 

Relevant publications: (Szabó et al., 2017; Szabó and Török, 2018a, 2018b; Sipos et al., 

2021). 

The separation effect is defined as a rupture in space caused by some geographical factor. 

The factors generating this separation effect can be of natural or artificial origin. My hypothesis 

is that these influence the development of transport systems. Thus, there is a basis for setting 

up a suitable model for predicting the traffic volume of transport infrastructures across the 

separation section as cordon traffic volumes. The spatial econometric tool can be used for this. 

Therefore, I set up spatial econometric models for Hungary’s road border crossings and 

handled the transportation modes, both combined and disaggregated. The obtained models are 

suitable for forecasting cordon point traffic and projecting spatial parameters and interpretable 

results. Based on these, several conclusions can be drawn about the importance of international 

transport networks and the development directions of cross-border infrastructures. 

In the analysis, I took into account the situation of parallel infrastructures and services, the 

population and its spatial distribution, economic and country-specific data (modelling the 

effects of neighbouring countries), infrastructure characteristics, the separation effect caused by 

rivers, and the capacity of border crossings. 

With the help of the results obtained during the parameter estimatations, it can be proven 

that the national borders have a separation effect in terms of traffic volume. For this, I used two 

methods widely used in the international literature – modelling country borders with the dummy 

variable, and modelling based upon the properties measurable on the value scale of countries. 

The novelty of the analysis is that similar models were carried out either at the macro level, not 

taking into account the transport networks, or by selecting an infrastructure at the micro-level. 

In contrast, my models include all infrastructures, so a more comprehensive analysis can be 

given in space. Thanks to spatial econometric models, it is also possible to consider spatial 

interactions according to the first law of geography. 
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Thesis 2 

Using a gravity model for a micro-region, I found that not only national borders but also the 

boundaries of smaller administrative units have a separating effect on commuting traffic. I 

presented the practical impact of all this through the example of Fejér county, similar to a spatial 

econometric model applied to the border crossings of Hungary. 

Relevant publications: (Szabó and Sipos, 2019; Z. Szabó and Sipos, 2020) 

After identifying the separation effect of the national borders, the question arose as to 

whether the boundaries of the smaller administrative units also have a separation effect. To 

prove this, I set up a micro-regional model for the Lake Velence area, in which I analysed the 

commuting habits of the region using a gravity model. During the analysis, I set up two models, 

a classical gravity model (CGM) for reference and an extended gravity model (EGM), suitable 

for considering county and district boundaries. 

As a result, it can be stated that in the model, the crossing of district boundaries and county 

boundaries has a significant negative effect on the commuting traffic, and their explanatory 

strength approaches the weaker parameters of the classical gravity model. 

Using information criteria and the likelihood ratio test, I proved that the extended model 

could be considered better than the classical gravity model in all aspects. With this, it can be 

seen that the resistance variable representing smaller administrative borders has a significant 

effect. 

As the resistance of the county borders cannot be proved in the case of the micro-regional 

model written for the Lake Velence area, I also wrote a model for Tatabánya. This differs from 

the Lake Velence model in many aspects, including that it is not based on gravity but distance 

decline. However, the results of the model support that there is indeed a separation effect of 

county borders. 

After identifying the separation effect in the case of the borders of smaller administrative 

units, I examined whether a model formulated as a goal can be written on the borders of such a 

small unit. The choice was made for Fejér County because, on the one hand, I had data in this 

case due to the involvement of the Lake Velence model, and on the other hand, it is one of the 

five non-border counties. 
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Thesis 3 

I have identified two new easy-to-produce indicators suitable as explanatory variables in 

transport economics analyses. On the one hand, I developed an indicator representing the 

financial assessment of settlements based on the NUTS territorial division of the European 

Union. On the other hand, based on Auerbach’s rule, I formed a parameter describing 

concentration – the spatial inequality ratio (SIR) –, which is the quotient of the population of 

the settlements with the largest and the second largest population within the given territorial 

unit. 

Relevant publications: (Szabó and Török, 2018a; Szabó and Sipos, 2019; Z. Szabó and 

Sipos, 2020; Szabó Z. and Sipos, 2020a; Sipos et al., 2021; Szabó et al., 2021) 

In the case of the models presented so far, I constantly encountered the problem that it was 

difficult to find any parameters describing their economic situation in the case of the 

settlements. To do this, I identified two different explanatory variables: order and SIR. 

The order is, by definition, the number of the most prestigious NUTS region in which the 

municipality is still the centre. The advantage of its application is that it can be easily produced 

in the European Union and the associated and aspiring states, and it can also be adapted to other 

countries according to its rules. In order to prove that the order can be considered a transport 

economic indicator for the settlements, I examined the correlation between the number of public 

transport (PT) lines and the order. 

  

  
Figure 1. Usability of the order parameter 

(source: author)  
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As a result, both in the classical case and after filtering out the effect of population on the 

number of public transport lines, the order shows a strong relationship with a traditional GDP-

based economic indicator (SEI – Settlement Economic Indicator). 

The second parameter used to model economic data is the Spatial Inequality Ratio (SIR). 

The SIR is derived from the rule of Auerbach – in an ideal region, the population of the 𝑛𝑡ℎ 

largest city is 1 𝑛⁄  part of the largest city’s population. For this, I took the population of the two 

largest settlements in the given region and divided the larger one by the smaller one. This gave 

me a number greater than one, which is ideally two, according to Auerbach’s rule. 

I built a three-step model to prove that this is a good indicator and suitable for measuring 

centrality. The first model is a gravity-based demand model, suitable for estimating the 

magnitude of commuting demand generated by regional centres (capital, county seat, district 

centre) in the settlements of the regions based on transport geographical factors. Knowing the 

pure needs of commuting, the second model – the weight model – is suitable for determining a 

weight number for the modes of transport. The third model, the accessibility model, estimates 

the number of weighted public transport services using, among other things, the SIR. Thus, as 

I assume that the number of public transport services is in line with the centrality of the 

settlement and its economic power, and as the primary role of domestic intercity transport is to 

serve professional traffic, it can be said that SIR is suitable for measuring centrality and can be 

used for local transport as an indicator. 

I compared the SIR value with other concentration-type indicators and replaced them in the 

third part of the three-step model instead of the SIR. Based on all this, it can be concluded that 

the new indicator is very similar to other indicators, both in terms of value and role. 
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Thesis 4 

I have developed a new methodology based on spatial econometrics, suitable for weighting 

the supply of different public transport modes of long-distance public transport as an 

infrastructure element. I found that it is not possible to establish a similar weight in the local 

public transport system due to the ambiguity of the public transport methods. 

Relavant publications: (Szabó Z. and Sipos, 2020b; Szabó and Sipos, 2021) 

In proving the applicability of the parameters related to Thesis 3, I used the public transport 

system as an infrastructure element in all cases. However, these systems are usually built using 

a combination of different transportation modes. Thus, in order to develop a uniform indicator, 

it may be necessary to establish a weight parameter. 

 
Figure 2. Representation of curves fitted to each mode of transport 

(source: author) 

I examined two levels of public transport systems in the analysis, local and regional. In the 

case of local public transport systems, I built an estimator model based on the order (Figure 2), 

in which I fitted exponential or logarithmic curves for each transportation mode. As a result, 

the role of tram networks is currently unclear, which does not allow for a unified system. 

In the case of intercity transport, I set up a Trip End type model, to which a spatial 

econometric estimation model belongs. As a result, I found that in the case of commuting to the 

capital and the county seat, the role of the railway is more dominant, but at the district level, 

this will be reversed, and bus transport will be more significant. 
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4. Practical applicability and further development 

possibilities of scientific results 

The issue of the applicability of new scientific results is very diverse. On the one hand, a 

significant part of the results has been incorporated into the practical course of Transport 

Economics at the BME, where students can get acquainted with the basics of spatial statistics. 

Among other things, the students get to know and perform an analysis based on a gravity model, 

exploring the four districts of Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg county (Csenger, Fehérgyarmat, 

Mátészalka, and Vásárosnamény). The separation effect of the district borders can be proven in 

this environment as well. 

On the other hand, the results can be used in practice based on the following. One of the 

main goals of the dissertation, and through it of the doctoral research, was to set up traffic 

estimation models that may be suitable for determining the traffic volume of all infrastructures 

across a separation effect. This separation effect was an administrative border (country border 

or county border) during the research; however, due to the unique situation of Hungary, the role 

of the Danube cannot be neglected either. Twenty-five years after the construction of the 

Rákóczi Bridge, the construction of new Danube bridges was again on the agenda in Budapest. 

The most common locations for the new bridge are three – from the north to the south – the 

Aquincum Bridge, the Galvani Bridge, and the Albertfalvai Bridge, of which the construction 

of the Galvani Bridge is currently on the agenda in parallel with the relevant spatial 

developments. In my opinion, not all aspects are known for the designation of the bridge to be 

built, as the issue of the elimination of the separation effect does not appear among the positive 

externalities. In my opinion, the present research can be a first step in monetising the external 

costs of segregation effects. In doing so, we can support the resolution of similar issues. 

The other issue where research can make a breakthrough is the organisation of public 

transport. The SIR highlighted the distortions in the transport system, which is an outstanding 

problem in the case of Hungary, as this indicator has the largest value in this country within 

Europe. The primary reason for this is that, due to historical features, our big cities have been 

detached, and natural agglomerations have been demolished. As a result of the integration into 

the European Union, there is an opportunity to increase the competitiveness of the border 

regions, which, however, requires the development of cross-border public transport. As my 

current research suggests, only those commute through the national borders, who can afford it 

– e.g., who own a car. 

The organization of domestic transport must shed light on the current separation of 

administrative borders. This is due to two contradictory but supportive reasons. On the one 

hand, it can be assumed that people do not like to cross administrative borders, and on the other 

hand, the supply of public transport is lower between administrative units. The reasons for this 

are to be found in the fact that regional public transport has been organized at the county or 

even smaller level in the last roughly fifty years, which has changed significantly in the previous 

5-10 years. 
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When designing the weight of the modes of transport, it was recognized that delimiting the 

role of the different modes would greatly facilitate the organisation of public transportation. 

Although there are previously guidelines for delimiting roles that can effectively address the 

issue, they need to be reviewed as technology advances. It is necessary to realize that the railway 

is less suitable for serving commuting needs at the district level, and it is also essential to 

reposition the role of the tram system in local transport. 

During the outline of the planned research directions, I formulated further development 

directions in connection with the theses. In the case of random graphs, it is expedient to examine 

networks other than Hungary’s or write SAC models for estimating the traffic of cross-border 

infrastructures, which is suitable for taking the effects of spatial autocorrelation spatial error 

into account with different weight matrices. The most essential directions I have identified in 

this context are the application of the already mentioned SAC models and the further 

investigation of the random graph model, as well as the improvement of the sampling procedure 

of the settlements related to the order and the expansion of the scope of the examined elements. 

In the case of the basic theoretical model, the exponent of the distance was chosen to be 

1.94 in each case, however, this approach is based on empirical research (Hagget, 2001), so it 

would be helpful to examine other parameters as well. The other direction to look at is the shape 

of the networks. During this research, I only examined a centralised network (defined by radial 

and tangential roads) similar to Hungary. Still, by modifying the network generation, the 

program code may also be suitable for analysing other types of systems. It is part of network 

generation that, as mentioned in the introduction, borders changed a lot during the 20th century, 

which coincided with the development of transport networks. Thus, the networks have been 

modified by changing borders, eliminating various cross-border sections. It may be worth 

considering these effects in the future. 

Understanding the separation effect of smaller administrative borders can bring significant 

improvements, especially in the organisation of regional public transport. Although the 

theoretical example also shows a well-defined region, the separation effect can be demonstrated 

in numerous other cases. 

In the case of practical models, the most crucial observation is that in issues where I detected 

a significant spatial autocorrelation, this was positive in all cases. In contrast, the spatial 

autocorrelation parameter in the SAR models was negative in all cases. Therefore, it may be 

appropriate to build SAC models on the data that can address the problem simultaneously for 

different weight matrices for the SAR and SEM sections. 

In the case of the order and the analyses built from it, I examined a database of 421 

settlements, from which conclusions were drawn. The problem with this approach is that I did 

not use widely accepted sampling procedures, but tried to ensure the acceptability of the results 

with a large sample. It would be useful to create a database with an even larger sample size, but 

in accordance with the sampling rules, and to support the suggestions through this, as more 

precise results are expected. 

The other direction is to study the separation effects caused by rivers. This effect is much 
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harder to explore, because network and time distance often includes the separation effect. 

However, in my opinion, it is not only the increase in distance that causes separation but also 

the lack of opportunities, but it is quite challenging to demonstrate this effect. At the moment, 

my hypothesis is that a model can be written for the riverside settlements of the Middle Tisza 

region, from which the separation effect caused by the possibilities will appear in some way. 

In addition, the possibility of using spatial statistics in combination could be explored, as 

there are transport indicators that cannot be analysed on their own. For example, the gravity 

model or spatial econometric approach alone does not give a good result in the case of Budapest 

start or end point ticket sales data, but the combined use of the two would presumably provide 

a more favourable model. 
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